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ABSTRACT
A map of protein–protein interactions provides valu-
able insight into the cellular function and machinery
of a proteome. By measuring the similarity between
two Gene Ontology (GO) terms with a relative speci-
ficity semantic relation, here, we proposed a new
method of reconstructing a yeast protein–protein
interaction map that is solely based on the GO anno-
tations. The method was validated using high-quality
interaction datasets for its effectiveness. Based on a
Z-score analysis, a positive dataset and a negative
dataset for protein–protein interactions were deri-
ved.Moreover,agoldstandardpositive(GSP)dataset
with the highest level of confidence that covered
78% of the high-quality interaction dataset and a
gold standard negative (GSN) dataset with the lowest
level of confidence were derived. In addition, we
assessed four high-throughput experimental inter-
action datasets using the positives and the negatives
as well as GSPs and GSNs. Our predicted network
reconstructed from GSPs consists of 40753 inter-
actionsamong2259proteins,andforms16connected
components. We mapped all of the MIPS complexes
except for homodimers onto the predicted network.
As a result,  35% of complexes were identified inter-
connected. For seven complexes, we also identified
some nonmember proteins that may be functionally
related to the complexes concerned. This analysis is
expected to provide a new approach for predicting
the protein–protein interaction maps from other
completely sequenced genomes with high-quality
GO-based annotations.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals of functional genomics is to determine
the function of genes predicted from the completely sequenced
genomes. In the past decade, massive amounts of biological
data have been accumulated from genome sequencing as well
as from transcriptomes, proteomes and interactomes. It is a
challenging task to integrate such relevant data sources to
represent the comprehensive knowledge of genes within
and between genomes, which provide specialized information
to describe the biological roles of the products of genes. The
Gene Ontology (GO) (1) is one such resource that is becoming
the de facto standard for facilitating information search tasks
across databases and for annotating gene products (2). It has
been successfully used in protein classiﬁcation, such as in
Photobacterium profundum (3), Plasmodium falciparum (4),
Drosophila, Anopheles (5–7), Oryza sativa (8), as well as Pan
troglodytes and Homo sapiens (9,10). It can also be used in
describing gene expression clustering results to explain why a
cluster of genes shares a similar expression pattern (11).
The GO has been developed to offer controlled vocabularies
for aiding in the annotation of molecular attributes for differ-
ent model organisms. Three structured ontologies have been
proposed, which allow the description of molecular function
(MF), biological process (BP) and cellular component (CC).
Each ontology is structured as a directed acyclic graph (DAG),
which differs from hierarchies in that a ‘child’ (more special-
ized term) can have many ‘parents’ (less specialized terms or
more general terms) and child terms are instances or compo-
nents of parent terms. Thus, the information derived from the
GO must be useful in developing new predictive systems,
which may be integrated with other models in large-scale
genomic research. Currently, originating from the GO, several
functional association predictors have been constructed,
which can be roughly grouped into two categories. The techni-
ques in the ﬁrst category are used to assess the functional
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doi:10.1093/nar/gkl219associations between proteins in terms of the shared GO terms
in a controlled vocabulary system (12–15). However, they are
restricted to protein pairs with the same annotations. Tech-
niques from the second category assess the functional asso-
ciations between proteins using the semantic similarity
measures of pairs of terms assigned to them based on either
information content (16) or GO structures (17). These two
methods in the second category use very similar deﬁnitions
for the similarity measure for GO annotations, although they
treat the speciﬁcity of the most recent common ancestor
(MRCA) of two GO terms in different ways (17). Motivated
by the two methods in the latter class, in this work, we con-
structed a new functional predictor to systematically predict
the map of potential physical interactions between yeast pro-
teins by fully exploring the knowledge buried in two GO
annotations for the yeast genome, namely, the BP and CC
annotations. Our method is explicitly based upon Wu’s simi-
larity measure for GO annotations (17) and is extended to take
the relative speciﬁcities of GO annotations into account within
a given GO structure (see Materials and Methods). Our pre-
mise is straightforward from the following two observations:
(i) interacting proteins often function in the same biological
process, which assumes that two proteins acting in the same
biological process are more likely to interact than two proteins
involved in different processes, and moreover, proteins func-
tioning in speciﬁc biological processes should be more likely
to interact than proteins functioning in general processes
(14,18–20); (ii) to interact physically, proteins must exist in
close proximity, at least transiently, which suggests that
co-localization may serves as an useful predictor for protein
interactions (19,21).
Since proteins perform their functions by interacting with
oneanotherand with otherbiomolecules, reconstructing a map
of the protein–protein interactions of a cell is an important
ﬁrst step toward understanding protein function and
cellular behavior (22,23). Recently, genome-scale protein
interaction networks have been experimentally determined
for Caenorhabditis elegans (24), Drosophila melanogaster
(25), Helicobacter pylori (26), H.sapiens (12,14,27), and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (28–31). Although these experi-
mental techniques have drastically improved our knowledge
of protein interactions, the datasets generated from these
studies are often noisy and incomplete (32,33). The experi-
mentsare also labor-intensive, time-consuming and tedious. In
addition, the number of possibly interacting protein pairs
within one cell will be enormous, which makes complete
experimental veriﬁcation impractical. Therefore, computa-
tional methods are constantly needed to complement existing
experimental approaches. Several predictionstudies have been
carried out by deriving information from the vast amount of
biological data contained in the genomic datasets, such as
gene neighborhood (34–36), gene fusion events (37,38),
gene co-occurrences or phylogenetic proﬁles (39–41) and cor-
related mRNA expression patterns(42,43). Inaddition,protein
interactions can also be extracted from the literature (44–46).
A comprehensive overview of these methods can be found
elsewhere (47,48). Recently, in order to gain a more compre-
hensive understanding of the interactome, based on a single
probabilistic framework, different genomic features were inte-
grated to make large-scale predictions of protein–protein
interactions in yeast (13,49) and human (14). As expected,
prediction should be improved with the integration of more
independent genomic features even if each one is a weak
predictor of protein interactions (50). However, it is known
that any delicate dependencies between features can confound
the strength of the prediction in these integrated frameworks,
although there may be no appreciable statistical dependence
between the many possible pairs of these features (51).
Once protein–protein interaction networks have been recon-
structed, either experimentally or computationally, they are
usually analyzed to relate structural properties of networks
with protein properties on a global or local topology view
(48,52). In this study, we focused mainly on identifying the
structural relationships among members of protein complexes.
It is realized that no protein is an isolated island, but instead
most seem to function by binding together in complexes (53);
many important cellular functions are actually carried out
by protein complexes that act as molecular ‘machines’ (54).
Moreover,theremayexistahigher-orderorganizationofinter-
acting complexes for the coordination of cellular functions
(30). Meanwhile, it has been shown that many complexes
in yeast and humans are nearly identical, which provides
an understanding that, rather than at the protein level,
they are conserved at the machine level during the course
of evolution (55).
In this paper, we deﬁne a new metric for semantic similarity
to score the degree of the functional association between two
different proteins by comparing the relative speciﬁcity of
pairs of GO terms assigned to them in similarity within a
GO DAG. As mentioned above, both the CC and BP ontolo-
gies and their respective annotations were used in this study.
To evaluate the method, an integrated high-quality interaction
dataset was applied. Based on the evaluation, a positive and a
negative dataset were selected, and then used to assess the four
large-scale experiments mentioned above (28–31). The result
of the assessment is in agreement with that of the previous
studies (32,33). In addition, we used the map reconstructed
from the GSPs, which is with highest conﬁdences in posi-
tives, to analyze the internal possible interacting relationships
among the partners in the MIPS complexes. This reveals
that our method may be a little biased and that the predicted
map seems to be more comprehensive than those obtained
from the other approaches mentioned above. Accordingly,
our method may also be applied to the other completely
sequenced genomes that are well annotated with the GO
schemes, such as the human genome.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The GO and yeast annotations
Yeast protein annotations were downloaded from the
Organelle DB (56) and for the compatibility of computation,
the September 2004 release of the GO was used. Organelle DB
is the ﬁrst on-line resource devoted to the identiﬁcation and
presentation of eukaryotic proteins localized to organelles and
subcellular structures. In the simple eukaryote S.cerevisiae
(yeast), Organelle DB collects and presents several large-scale
protein localization projects (21,57,58) and the localization
data that has been generated piecemeal from independent
small-scale studies. Furthermore, to facilitate data interoper-
ability, proteins in Organelle DB have been annotated using
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Data filtering criteria
In order for computational effectiveness and clarity, we
excluded the following GO terms from the analysis:
(i) GO terms that are defined as ‘biological_process
unknown’ (GO: 0000004) (including 641 annotations)
in BP ontology;
(ii) For the CC ontology, there are six terms descending
directly from its root (GO: 0005575), namely,
‘cellular_component unknown’ (GO: 0008372), ‘unloca-
lized’ (GO: 0005941), ‘virion’ (GO: 0019012), ‘immuno-
globulin complex’ (GO: 0019814), ‘extracellular’ (GO:
0005576) and ‘cell’ (GO: 0005623). Only the term
‘cell’ was used in the analysis because we focused on
the proximity of co-localized yeast protein pairs. In
addition, we found that there were only eight proteins
annotated with the term ‘extracellular’ and no proteins
were assigned to its descendant terms. These eight pro-
teins were also annotated with other terms descending
from the term ‘cell’ (Supplementary Table S1). Therefore,
the term ‘cell’ was then set to be the root of the GO
cellular component in this study.
The distributions of GO terms and the respective yeast
protein annotations before and after applying the procedure
of ﬁltering are listed in Supplementary Table S2. Our analysis
was thereafter based on the ﬁltered datasets.
Seven known protein–protein interaction datasets
Seven existing protein–protein interaction datasets were used
for validation of our method (D5–7) and for assessment of
their accuracy by our predicted interaction dataset (D1–4).
They are:
D1–2: datasets ‘Gavin’ and ‘Ho’; both of them consist of
binary interactions converted from the data inferred from mass
spectrometry of coimmunoprecipitated complexes (30,31)
using the spoke model, which has been shown to be more
reliable than the matrix model in this case (59,60).
D3–4: datasets ‘Ito’ and ‘Uetz’, each from a different inde-
pendent genome-scale yeast two-hybrid experiment (28,29).
D5: ‘MIPS complexes’ dataset, which comprises binary
interactions converted from MIPS complexes (61) without
topological information using a matrix model.
D6: ‘MIPS interactions’ dataset which is composed of
those MIPS physical interactions (61) that have been inferred
from small-scale experiments.
D7: ‘de Lichtenberg’ dataset, which refers to those
integrated interactions involved in the processes during the
yeast cell cycle (62).
The numbers of proteins and interactions of the seven
known protein–protein interaction datasets are listed in
Supplementary Table S3.
Relative Specificity Similarity (RSS) of two proteins
annotated in a GO
Since each GO is structured as a DAG, wherein one term is a
child of one or multiple parents, and child terms are instances
(is-a relationship) or components (part-of relationship) of
parent terms, there is often more than one path from a GO
term up to the topmost level of the GO, namely, the root term
of the GO. In this paper, the topmost level of a GO indicates
the root term ‘biological_process’ (GO: 0008150) of the BP
ontology or the term ‘cell’ (GO: 0005623) of the CC ontology.
As stated in Wu’s deﬁnition, the collection of paths with each
one corresponding to a complete trace from the concerned GO
term to the root term of the GO can be represented as a graph
induced from the concerned term (17). For a given GO, let
termi and termj be two terms, Paths(termi) and Paths(termj)b e
the paths in the graphs induced from termi and termj respec-
tively, and dist(u, v) be the number of edges along the shortest
path between term u and term v, so that its value equals zero if
u and v are the same term. Three different conﬁgurations may
exist for two terms, termi and termj from a given GO
(Figure 1). In each conﬁguration, the RSS of two GO terms
consists of three different components. They are denoted
a, b and g, respectively. Component a is deﬁned in formula
1; it measures how speciﬁc the MRCA of the two terms is
according to the structure of the GO and is equivalent to the
deﬁnition of S in Wu’s work (17),
a ¼ max
pathm2PathsðtermiÞ‚
pathn2PathsðtermjÞ
the number of common terms
between pathm and pathn

  1
1
Component b measures how relatively general termi and termj
are in the GO and is deﬁned in formula 2. The generality of a
term is deﬁned as the minimum distance between the term and
all of the leaf terms descending from it. Leaf terms in a GO are
those terms without any descendant. Obviously, the larger the
distance, the more general is a term.
b ¼ maxfmin
u2U
fdistðtermi‚uÞg‚ min
v2V
fdistðtermj‚vÞgg 2
where U ¼ {all leaf nodes descending from termi} and V ¼
{all leaf nodes descending from termj}.
Component g measures the local distance between two
terms relative to the MRCA and is deﬁned as follows:
g ¼ distðMRCA‚termiÞþdistðMRCA‚termjÞ 3
If g is small, it implies termi and termj share much similarity
locally relative to the MRCA.
Then, the RSS between two terms of a given GO, termi and
termj can be quantiﬁed by combining a, b and g together in
formula 4,
RSSðtermi‚termjÞ¼
maxDepthGO
maxDepthGO þ g
 
a
a þ b
4
where maxDepth
GO is the maximum distance from the root
term of the GO tothe leaf terms (i.e. the number ofedges along
the longest path in the GO). From the deﬁnition, the values of
RSS are between 0 and 1. Clearly, RSS ¼ 0( a ¼ 0) indicates
that the MRCA of termi and termj is the root of the GO,
which means that the two terms share no commonality in
describing protein properties; on the other hand, RSS ¼
1( g ¼ 0 and b ¼ 0) indicates that termi and termj are the
Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7 2139same leaf term, which means that the two terms are most
speciﬁc in describing protein attributes.
Based on the deﬁnition of RSS between the two terms, we
can formalize a metric for measuring the relationship strength,
including the functional association or the location proximity,
between two different proteins annotated in the GO. Let P
and Q be two proteins of interest, and terms(P) and terms(Q)
the sets of all the GO terms assigned to protein P and Q,
respectively. We deﬁne the relationship strength between P
and Q, RSS
GO(P, Q), as the maximum RSS of all possible term
pairs from terms(P) and terms(Q), respectively, namely,
RSSGOðP‚QÞ¼ max
u2termsðPÞ
v2termsðQÞ
fRSSðu‚vÞg 5
Statistical significance of protein pairs falling in various
levels of RSS values
In order to determine whether the assignment of protein pairs
into categories with different RSS values is statistically
signiﬁcant and to minimize the systematic biases intrinsic-
ally raised from the structure of a GO, a Z-score analysis
was applied. Firstly, the [0,1] interval was equally divided
into 10 categories, namely, {(0.1 · i, 0.1 · (i + 1)],
i ¼ 0,1,...,9}, plus the other one with RSS equal to 0,
which indicates that the MRCA of all term pairs respectively
assigned to two proteins is the root of the GO. Then, Z-score
values, deﬁned as (#pairsannotated   #pairsrandom)/SDrandom,
were calculated from the number of protein pairs from a
given GO annotation (BP or CC) and random annotation
based on the GO DAG. For computational simplicity and
without loss of generality, we randomly assigned each of
all distinct proteins to one term of the GO and then calculated
the number of protein pairs falling in an RSS category. This
process was repeated 1000 times (we have also tested with
5000 times and a similar result was found) and afterwards the
corresponding average numbers (#pairsrandom) and their stan-
dard deviations (SDrandom) were calculated. As we know, the
larger the Z-score value, the less probable it is that the rela-
tionship strength of a pair of proteins is due to chance from the
structure of ontology. Therefore, the Z-score value for each
RSS category indicates the conﬁdence of the relationship
strength of protein pairs measured by our method.
RESULTS
Distributions of all pairs of annotated proteins
according to their RSS values
In all, 3832 proteins are assigned to one or more of 265 CC
terms in Organelle DB, which produces 5722 annotations and
7340196 (3832·3831/2) pairs of different proteins in the CC
ontology. Similarly, there are 5574 annotations and 5092836
protein pairs in the BP ontology (Supplementary Table S2).
For a given GO DAG, an RSS is assigned to each pair of
different proteins according to formula 5. The distributions
of all annotated protein pairs in various RSS categories for the
twoGOsareshowninFigure2,wherethe[0,1]intervalofRSS
values is split into 11 categories (see Materials and Methods).
Each blue line represents the cumulative rate of protein pairs
along with the 11 categories. In order to draw the statistical
signiﬁcance of protein pairs falling in various levels of RSS
values for the GO, Z-score values for each of the 11 categories
were calculated (see Materials and Methods for details). As
shown in Figure 3, in each of the two RSS categories, (0.9, 1]
and (0.9, 0.8], the number of pairs of proteins annotated on
either the CC or BP ontology is more than 142 standard devia-
tions greater than the mean number with randomized annota-
tions. When the RSS values are equal to or less than 0.3 for the
CC ontology and are equal to or less than 0.4 for the BP
rootTerm
j i Term Term
MRCA
,
,
i leafTerm
α
β
i Term
j Term
α
β
α
β
A
γ γ
γ
BC
rootTerm rootTerm
i leafTerm
j leafTerm
j leafTerm
MRCA, MRCA
i Term j Term
Figure1.ThreedifferentconfigurationsdescribingtwotermsinagivenDAG.MRCAwhichiscalledthemostrecentcommonancestoroftermiandtermj,represents
themostspecificofallcommonancestorsofthetermpair.(A)Twotermsoverlap;(B)termjisadescendantoftermi.SotermiisalsotheirMRCA;(C)Nopathexists
between the two terms. Dashed linesindicate that there may be more than one pathbetween two terms.Similarly, dashed nodes representone or multiple leaf terms
descending from a ‘parent’ term.
2140 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7ontology, no statistical signiﬁcance could be detected. The
Z-score values are less than 1.5, indicating that most, if not
all, of these pairs may not be functionally associated.
Based on the distribution analyses of Z-scores for CC and
BP ontologies, the 11 categories of RSS
CC could roughly be
divided into three groups with high conﬁdence (H, 0.8 <
RSS
CC   1), medium conﬁdence (M, 0.3 < RSS
CC   0.8)
and low conﬁdence (L, 0   RSS
CC   0.3). Like RSS
CC,
RSS
BP can also be split into three groups, with high conﬁdence
(H, 0.8 < RSS
BP   1), medium conﬁdence (M, 0.4 < RSS
BP  
0.8) and low conﬁdence (L, 0   RSS
BP   0.4). Therefore,
there are nine (3·3) data segments (DSs) (a total of 5010195
protein pairs encompassing 3166 proteins) with different com-
binations of conﬁdences according to the subdivisions of both
RSS values, for example, a DS which consists of protein pairs
with high-conﬁdence RSS
CC (H) and medium-conﬁdence
RSS
BP (M) is called HM DS (Figure 4A).
Gold standard positive and negative protein interaction
datasets
How likely is one pair of proteins from each of these nine DSs
to interact with each other physically? In order to address this
issue, the union of three existing protein–protein interaction
datasets—binaryinteractions inamatrixmodelfromthe MIPS
complexes, the MIPS small-scale physical interactions, and
the integrated interactions by de Lichtenberg et al. (see
Materials and Methods)—was chosen as trusted, and thus,
is called ‘valid experimental interactions (VEIs)’. The
MIPS complexes and the MIPS physical interactions are
often used as or as part of ‘gold standard positives’ to validate
various prediction methods (13,51,63) and are also used to
assess high-throughput interaction datasets (32,33). There
are 11041 unique binary interactions among 1472 proteins
in our VEIs, and Supplementary Figure S1 shows the distri-
bution of interactions among the three datasets. The distribu-
tion of VEIs among these nine DSs is shown in Figure 5A.
Interestingly, 78% (8620 out of 11041) of interactions fall into
the HH DS, suggesting that the HH DS may contain most, if
not all, of yeast protein–protein interactions; whereas 0.06%
(7 out of 11041) of interactions are in the LL DS, suggesting
that protein pairs in LL DS seem to be much less likely to
interact physically. Similar to the process mentioned above,
we applied the analysis of statistical signiﬁcance using Z-score
valuescalculated in each DS (Figure5B). As aresult, we could
roughly classify the nine DSs into two groups, one called the
‘positive dataset’ (3101 proteins and 152944 interactions)
including two DSs (HH and MH) with Z-score values larger
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Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7 2141than 320, and the other called the ‘negative dataset’ (3166
proteins and 4857251 interactions) including the remainder
of the DSs (HL, LL, LM, MM, HL, LH and HM) with Z-score
values ranging from  30 to 42. In particular, the HH DS,
whose Z-score values reaches 4019, was selected as a gold
standard positive dataset (GSPs; 2259 proteins and 40753
interactions), whereas two DSs (ML and LL), whose
Z-score values are lower than  23, were combined as a
gold standard negative dataset (GSNs; 3165 proteins and
1460378 interactions) in this study (Figure 4).
Assessment of four known genome-scale experimental
datasets
Four known genome-scale protein interaction datasets (D1–4)
were assessed using our positives and negatives (Supplemen-
tary Figure S2A). The coverage of two ‘pull-down’ interaction
datasets (30,31) in positives is 60% (1404/2324 for the Gavin
dataset) and 23% (402/1766 for the Ho dataset), respectively,
while the coverage of two genome-scale Y2H interaction data-
sets (28,29) in positives reaches 35% (126/356 for the Uetz
dataset) and14%(190/1392fortheItodataset), respectively.It
is worth noting that, assessed by our negative dataset, Gavin,
Uetz, Ho and Ito datasets contain very high proportions of
false-positive interactions, of 40% (920/2324), 65% (230/
356), 77% (1364/1766) and 86% (1202/1392), respectively.
The four genome-scale interaction datasets were also
assessed using GSPs and GSNs (Supplementary Figure
S2B) and a similar result was obtained. For the Gavin dataset,
42% (984/2324) are covered by GSPs, while only 6% (141/
2324) are present as false positives. For Uetz, Ho and Ito
datasets, 14% (51/356), 11% (188/1766) and 5% (72/1392)
are respectively covered by GSPs, while 14% (49/356), 15%
(271/1766) and 27% (371/1392) are found to be false posi-
tives, respectively.
Consequently, it appears that the Gavin dataset discovers
true interactions at a larger coverage and contains a lower
proportion of false-positive interactions, whereas Uetz, Ho
and Ito datasets have smaller coverage of true interactions
and probably populated by more false positives. These obser-
vations are in agreement with the assessment result reported
in the previous studies (32,33).
Initial analysis of the topologies of the MIPS complexes
with the predicted network
In order to minimize the error rate of the predicted interac-
tions, only the highest-conﬁdence interaction dataset called
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network reconstructed from GSPs, we could proceed to ana-
lyze it using various approaches and algorithms of graph
theory to relate its structural properties to protein functions.
A good overview of these analyses can be found in Xia et al.
(48). Here, we focus on the identiﬁcation of the topology of
each of the MIPS complexes using our predicted network.
There are 40753 interactions encompassing 2259 proteins
in GSPs (Figure 4), and the whole interaction network derived
from the dataset consists of 16 connected components
(Table 1, see also Supplementary Figure S3). Among these
16 components, the largest one (connected component ID: 1 as
listed in Table 1) contains 30899 interactions among 2093
proteins, and seven (connected component ID: 10–16 as listed
in Table 1) are each composed of only one interaction between
two proteins. In addition, out of 600 periodically expressed
(‘dynamic’) proteins from de Lichtenberg et al. (62), we found
319 ones in our nine DSs and 228 in GSPs (Table 1, see also
Supplementary Figure S3 where dynamic proteins are in red).
Within interaction networks, a protein complex is ideally
identiﬁed as a ‘complete subgraph’ where every pair of a
complex’s members tends to interact with each other (13).
Therefore, various clustering techniques are suggested to
detect protein complexes (64,65). However, this rarely hap-
pens in reality, such as in the Arp2/3 complex in yeast (66).
Here, we are interested in the analysis of the structures of the
MIPS complexes based on the predicted network. After
excluding 50 homodimer complexes, 214 MIPS complexes
with at least two distinct members were analyzed. There
are 120 complexes, each with all members found in the pre-
dicted interaction network. Consequently, 76 out of the 120
complexes are each interconnected in the network, including
71 within the largest connected component (connected com-
ponent ID: 1) and the remaining ﬁve in the other four small
connected components (connected component ID: 3, 5, 9 and
11) (Supplementary Table S4). Such a topology of a complex
from the 76 ones is called a connected subgraph. Very inter-
estingly, out of the 120 complexes, we found 27 ones that each
splits into two connected subgraphs in the largest connected
component. Seven of them can be linked by at least one path of
A
B
GSPs 
Positives 
 
Negatives 
HM L
(0.8,1] (0.4,0.8] [0,0.4]
H
(0.8,1]
2,259/40,753
0.81%
2,972/256,631
5.12%
2,283/74,532
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M
(0.3,0.8]
2,999/112,191
2.24%
3,166/2,754,036
54.97%
3,166/1,187,591
23.70%
L
[0,0.3]
1,188/5,455
0.11%
3,157/306,219
6.11%
3,164/272,787
5.44%
BP
 CC
GSNs
Positive 3,101 152,944 3.05%
Negative 3,166 4,857,251 96.95%
GSP 2,259 40,753 0.81%
GSN 3,165 1,460,378 29.15%
Dataset
Number of
proteins
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protein pairs
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Figure 4. Ninedatasegments(DSs)withdifferentconfidencesrelatedtoCCandBPontologies(A)andtheselectionofpositivesandnegatives,aswellasGSPsand
GSNs (B). Nine DSs contain 5010195 protein pairs encompassing 3166 proteins in total. Each DS is labeled as number of proteins/number of protein pairs and the
proportionofproteinpairscoveredbytheDS(A).Similarlabelsarealsoshownforpositivesandnegatives,aswellasGSPsandGSNs(B).Threeconfidencelevelsof
theproteinpairsannotatedintheCContologyare high(H;RSS
CC in(0.8,1]),medium(M;RSS
CCin(0.3,0.8])andlow(L;RSS
CCin[0,0.3]);whilethreelevelsof
proteinpairsannotatedinBPontologyarehigh(H;RSS
BPin(0.8,1]),medium(M;RSS
BPin(0.4,0.8])andlow(L;RSS
BPin[0,0.4]).ThenineDSsaredividedinto
twoparts,whicharepositives(HHandMHinrosecolor)andnegatives(theremainingsevenDSsinlime).Thegoldstandardpositivedataset(GSPs;HHinred)isthat
part of the positives with the highest confidence while the gold standard negative dataset (GSNs; ML+LL in green) is that part of the negatives with the lowest
confidence.
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either for the CC or for the BP) (Supplementary Table S5),
indicating that the proteins along the paths, which are not
members of the seven complexes might be biologically related
to the function of the complexes.
Analysis of the five complexes in the four small connected
components. Figure 6 shows ﬁve complexes each with all
members forming a connected subgraph in the four small
connected components. They are Aut2p/Aut7p complex (the
MIPS identiﬁer: 260.100), dynactin complex (140.30.30.30),
F0/F1 ATP synthase (complex V) (420.50), succinate dehy-
drogenase complex (complex II) (420.20) and cytochrome bc1
complex (420.30).
Interestingly, in the mapped F0/F1 ATP synthase complex
(Figure 6), we found two nonmember proteins, namely, STF1
and STF2. Both are ATPase stabilizing factors. In particular,
STF1 stabilizes and facilitates the formation of the complex
between mitochondrial ATP synthase and its intrinsic inhibitor
protein (67), while STF2 binds to F0-ATPase and facilitates
binding of inhibitor and a 9 kDa protein to F1-ATPase. In
the mapped succinate dehydrogenase complex, nonmember
NDI1 is an NADH2 dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) (68),
while nonmember CYT, which is a member of the cytochrome
bc1 complex (Figure 6), functions as an electron transporter
and transfers electrons within CoQH2-cytochrome c reductase
complexactivity(69).Therefore,bothofthemarefunctionally
related to the succinate dehydrogenase complex in terms
of cellular processes and biological functions. These ﬁnd-
ings have two implications. If not new members of a
complex, these identiﬁed nonmember proteins might interact
with the F0/F1 ATP synthase (such as STF1 and STF2) and the
succinate dehydrogenase complex (such as NDI1 and CYT).
On the other hand, two complexes might interact with each
other somewhere, such as the succinate dehydrogenase com-
plex and the cytochrome bc1 complex via the mediator CYT
(Figure 6).
Figure 5. Distributionofthe numbersofVEIscoveredby each ofthe nineDSs
(A), andstatistical significanceofVEIsin nineDSs usingZ-score analysis(B).
IneachDS,aZ-scorevalue(#PPisevi #pairsrandom)/SDrandomlabeledforeach
barwascalculatedfromthenumberofinteractionswith‘VEI’evidenceandthe
number of pairs of proteins annotated randomly in both CC and BP ontologies.
X-labels indicate nine DSs. For instance, ‘HM’ refers to the DS which consists
of protein pairs with high-confidence RSS
CC (H) and medium-confidence
RSS
BP (M).
Table 1. Numbers of proteins and interactions of 16 connected graphs found
in the predicted interaction network constructed from the GSP dataset
Connected
component ID
Number of proteins
(dynamic)
a
Number of
interactions
1 2093 (228) 36899
2 85 3570
3 20 100
41 5 9 5
51 5 5 9
66 1 1
75 6
83 3
93 3
10 2 1
11 2 1
12 2 1
13 2 1
14 2 1
15 2 1
16 2 1
Total 2259 (228) 40753
aThe figure in brackets indicates the number of dynamic interacting proteins
identified in the connected component.
2144 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7Analysis of the split complexes. For the mapped complexes
split into two connected subgraphs, we searched those paths of
two interactions where at least one carries a highest RSS value
(¼1, either for the CC or for the BP) linking the two connected
subgraphs. As a result, we found seven split complexes could
be connected as a whole by adding one or multiple such paths
(Supplementary Table S5) and ﬁve of them are illustrated in
Figure 7. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 7A–C, the non-
member proteins in the paths in the three complexes are also
members of other complexes. In Figure 7A, SPC72 is found in
the SPB components complex (480.10) and its N-terminal
domain interacts with the Tub4p complex on the cytoplasmic
side of the SPB (70). In Figure 7B, CDC34 and the F-box
protein MET30 are required for degradation of the
Cdk-inhibitory kinase Swe1, and both of them as well as
CDC53 and SKP1 have been found in the SCF-MET30 com-
plex (445.30) (71). In Figure 7C, CTR9 is required for G1
cyclin expression (72) and is also found in another complex
that includes CDC73 (30).
Figure 7D shows the cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV)
(420.40) whose two connected subgraphs are linked by 20
paths in our predicted network. Ten of these 20 paths are
all through the protein PET100, while the other 10 paths
are all through another protein COX20. Interestingly, both
PET100 and COX20 are found to be essential for the assembly
of this complex. PET100 is required for the assembly of yeast
cytochrome c oxidase (420.40) into an active holoenzyme
(73–75), whereas COX20 acts as a membrane-bound chaper-
one necessary for the cleavage of pCox2p (the subunit 2 pre-
cursor) and for interaction of the mature protein with other
subunits of cytochrome c oxidase in a later step of the assem-
bly process (76).
As shown in Figure 7E, LRP1 is implicated in both non-
homologous DNA end joining and homologous recombi-
nation (77), and therefore the complex DNA ligase IV
(510.180.30.20) might have one more partner (LRP1) than
identiﬁed currently. This is expected to provide a clue for
further experimental validation.
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(140.30.30.30)
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Figure 6. Five complexes each with all members forming a connected subgraph. They are in four small connected components (connected component ID: 3, 5, 9
and 11) of the interaction network constructed from GSPs. Proteins as members, and the nonmember proteins of the five given complexes in the connected
componentsareshowninellipseandboxnodes,respectively.Nodesindicatedindarksea-greenrepresentthestaticproteins.Interactionswithinacomplexandacross
two complexes are shown in blue and in gray, respectively. The description and identifier of each MIPS complex are labeled beside the complex.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7 2145In summary, 35% (76/214) of the MIPS complexes are
completely identiﬁed from our interaction network. Further-
more, 13% (27/214) of complexes, all of whose partners are in
the largest connected component of the network, are split into
two connected subgraphs each. Five such split complexes are
linked by at least one reliable path of two interactions, and the
nonmember proteins in the paths actually physically interact
with the complexes concerned. We also predict that the
SCF-MET30 SCF-MET30
(445.30) (445.30)
probably transcription probably transcription
/DNA maintanance /DNA maintanance
/chromatin structure /chromatin structure
              (550.1.201)               (550.1.201)
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2146 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7complex DNA ligase IV might contain one more partner,
which deserves experimental conﬁrmation (Figure 7E).
DISCUSSION
We present here a new method, which is based on semantic
similarity measures, to reconstruct the map of yeast protein–
protein interactions by mining the knowledge of functional
associations from the GO-based annotations. As a result, a
positive and a negative datasets containing 152944 and
4857251 interactions, respectively were derived. Moreover,
we compiled GSPs with high conﬁdence and GSNs with low
conﬁdence of yeast protein–protein interactions, containing
40753 and 1460378 interactions, respectively. It is estimated
that the number of actual interactions in yeast ranges from
 30000 to 100000 (32,53,59). Interestingly, the number of
protein–protein interactions in GSPs falls into this range. In
particular, our GSPs contain 78% of those interactions in
VEIs, which indicates that GSPs may be less biased than
other published datasets. Furthermore, the number of protein
pairs in GSNs is 35.8 times larger than the number in GSPs,
which is in accordance with the expectation that the estimated
number of non-interacting protein pairs is several orders of
magnitude higher than the number of positives (78).
As regards the application of GSPs and GSNs, it has been
found that, in addition to the method of choice of highly
reliable interactions (positives), how unbiased negative exam-
ples are chosen also has a strong effect on the performance of
any of the supervised machine learning methods for prediction
of protein–protein interactions. Until now there have been
several strategies to select negative datasets for detecting
protein–protein interactions, such as choosing random pairs
of interacting proteins (79) and selecting the pairs of proteins
that are known to be localized in different cellular components
(13,63). Since it is possible that two proteins localized dis-
tinctly (e.g. in the nucleus and cytoplasm) may sometimes
physically interact (19), in this study, protein pairs both
involved in weakly-related or unrelated biological processes
and localized in different cellular components are considered
for and compiled into our GSNs. Thus, it seems that the
resulting GSN dataset is less biased compared with those
D
E
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Figure7.Fivecomplexeswhosemembersareinoneconnectedcomponentofthenetworkandeachofwhichsplitsintotwoconnectedsubgraphsthatcanbelinkedby
atleastonepathoftwointeractionswithonecarryingahighestRSSvalue(¼1,eitherfortheCCorfortheBP).Nonmemberproteinsinthepathsareconsideredtobe
functionallyassociatedwiththeconcernedcomplexes.AsshowninA,BandC, theproteinsinonepinkregionarealsomembersofanothercomplex(otherthanthe
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randomization strategy.
There are several caveats of our method. First, obviously,
the quality of the predicted positives and negatives is con-
strained by the accuracy of the yeast GO annotations or by
ourdesignapproach. Forinstance,wehavefoundthatthereare
seven VEIs in the LL DS (Table 2A) and the protein annota-
tions in the CC and BP ontologies are listed in Table 2B. Six
interactions are inferred from small-scale experiments, except
the one between CAF4 and MOB1, which is inferred from a
matrix model that represents a MIPS complex (the CCR4
complex, ‘MIPS identiﬁer: 510.190.110’) of unknown topol-
ogy. It is anticipated that our method will be an avenue for
future work following more accurate GO annotations. Second,
the elimination of GO terms annotated as ‘unknown biological
process’ (641 annotations) or ‘unknown cellular component’
may cause some true-positive interactions missing from our
predicted network, in the case that the interacting partners are
unknown in the biological process or cellular component. This
problem can be solved in part as the biological knowledge of
these ‘missing’ proteins accumulates in the future. Third, it
has been demonstrated that protein–protein interaction net-
works in several eukaryotic organisms contain signiﬁcantly
more self-interacting proteins (homodimers) than would be
expected if such interactions randomly appeared in the course
of evolution (80). However, our method fails in predicting
such interactions between the same proteins. Therefore,
50 MIPS homodimer complexes each containing only one
protein are excluded from the analysis in this study. Finally,
although the strength of relationship between two proteins
from our predicted interaction dataset shows high signiﬁcance,
we mustnote thatallpredictedinteractions should bevalidated
for their functionality by experimental approaches.
As we know, cellular functions are likely to be carried out in
a manner of functional modules that often encompass protein
complexes (23). As analyzed in this study, out of 120 com-
plexes whose partners are all mapped in our network, 22% (26/
120) contain one or multiple dynamic proteins. These dynamic
complexes may be just-in-time synthesized, such as nucleo-
somal protein complex (320) (Supplementary Table S4), or
just-in-time assembled, such as replication complex (410.35)
(Supplementary Table S4) (62). Functional modules can
include transient regulated elements of a relatively distinct
process, for example, various transcriptionally regulated
cyclins and inhibitors associated with the Cdc28p module at
their speciﬁc time of synthesis during the yeast mitotic cell
cycle (62). Therefore, it is more interesting to do analysis on
the temporal properties (such as modules) of the predicted
networks rather than on static topological properties, because
such studies will provide a basis for further prediction of
detailed gene functions and prediction of biological
pathways (81).
Insummary,protein–proteininteractionnetworksinvarious
organisms are increasingly becoming the focus of understand-
ing the functional organization ofthe proteome. Although only
the yeast genome is demonstrated in this study, our method is
expectedtobeappliedtoothercompletelysequenced genomes
with high-quality annotations based on the GO or other
ontologies, where known biological knowledge is stored
and well represented, to computationally reconstruct their
Table 2A. Seven VEIs in the LL DS
Standard name Systematic name Standard name Systematic name Interaction dataset
a Evidence (complex or PMID)
a
CAF4 YKR036C MOB1 YIL106W MIPS complexes CCR4 complex (510.190.110)
CAF16 YFL028C MOB1 YIL106W MIPS complexes CCR4 complex (510.190.110)
MIPS interactions 9528782
FIR1 YER032W SPC24 YMR117C MIPS interactions 9520439
FIR1 YER032W SPO12 YHR152W MIPS interactions 10564265
CBP3 YPL215W PRP11 YDL043C MIPS interactions 9207794
CBP3 YPL215W SNP1 YIL061C MIPS interactions 9207794
PRP11 YDL043C YDR131C YDR131C MIPS interactions 9207794
Each of them is either from the MIPS physical interaction dataset or from a matrix model for the MIPS curated complexes.
aThe interaction may be from the MIPS complex or MIPS physical interaction dataset. For the MIPS complex, the complex description as well as its ID in MIPSi s
represented. For the MIPS physical interaction, the PMID of the literature is represented.
Table 2B. CC and BP annotations of the proteins for the seven VEIs in
the LL DS
Standard
name
GO
type
GO term GO ID
CAF16 CC Cytoplasm GO: 0005737
CC CCR4-NOT complex GO: 0030014
BP Regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent GO: 0006355
CAF4 CC CCR4-NOT complex GO: 0030014
BP Regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent GO: 0006355
CBP3 CC Mitochondrial membrane GO: 0005740
BP Protein complex assembly GO: 0006461
FIR1 CC Bud neck GO: 0005935
BP mRNA polyadenylylation GO: 0006378
MOB1 CC Bud neck GO: 0005935
BP Regulation of exit from mitosis GO: 0007096
BP Protein amino acid phosphorylation GO: 0006468
PRP11 CC snRNP U2 GO: 0005686
BP Spliceosome assembly GO: 0000245
SNP1 CC Commitment complex GO: 0000243
CC snRNP U1 GO: 0005685
BP Nuclear mRNA splicing, via spliceosome GO: 0000398
SPC24 CC Condensed nuclear chromosome kinetochore GO: 0000778
CC Condensed nuclear chromosome, pericentric
region
GO: 0000780
BP Chromosome segregation GO: 0007059
BP Microtubule nucleation GO: 0007020
SPO12 CC Nucleus GO: 0005634
CC Nucleolus GO: 0005730
BP Mitotic cell cycle GO: 0000278
BP Meiosis I GO: 0007127
BP Regulation of exit from mitosis GO: 0007096
YDR131C CC Ubiquitin ligase complex GO: 0000151
BP Ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolism GO: 0006511
2148 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 7respective protein–protein interaction maps for functional
genomic research.
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